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Abstract. This paper focuses on designing a sensor system that collects data 

from a group of autonomously operated and powered sensors with one metallic 

wire. It describes both the theory of design and a practical solution of single 

wire sensor systems including sensor block diagram, control unit block diagram 

to collect data and the description of basic parts. The paper concludes with         

a review of the pros and cons of the designed single-wire sensor system.  
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1   Introduction 

Should several dozens of independent sensors be installed to monitor autonomously    

a physical quality, it is important to find the optimum solution for the application. If 

wireless data transmission from the sensors is considered, the power is provided by 

rechargeable batteries usually and for the transmission there is a wide scale of 

telemetric modules available that support one or more standards, such as Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth, GRPS, ZigBee or many others. If the data from each of the sensors should 

be transmitted through a metallic line and the sensors could not be powered where 

they are installed, the transmission metallic line is usually completed with an extra 

power wire. There is a broad variety of data transmission protocols such as RS-232, 

485, CAN Bus, I
2
C, TC/IP, X-10, current loop, etc. Each of the mentioned options 

brings some advantages and drawbacks so the choice of the suitable engineering 

solution depends on every particular project and multiple other, user-defined criteria. 

2   Single wire powered sensor system 

Some applications of security technology in guarding perimeter let raise a problem    

of fast and easy installation of a number of detection sensors. The elementary 

requirements placed by the user on such a perimeter-guarding sensor system include, 

but are not limited to the following: 

- Fast and easy installation;  

- Data transmission and sensor power effected by metallic lines;  

- Monitoring the condition of each of the sensors, their functioning or non- 

functioning;  



- Installation possible without usage of tools or special measurement 

instruments;  

- Installation being resistant against bad weather effects, water, etc.  

 

A possibility of how the line may be connected to a sensor without use of tools is for 

example a self-drilling connector while the correct connection orientation may be 

done either mechanically or through electronics. Generally, connection with common 

insulated wires and self-drilling connectors is unsuitable for humid environment 

because wire insulation is broken at the point of cutting. The idea of the one-wire 

sensor system concept makes up for the disadvantages of broken insulation through 

inductive coupling. Fig. 1. shows a block diagram of a single-wire sensor system 

intended for perimeter guarding. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Single-Wire Sensor System Block Diagram 

 

The sensor units are connected in series arrangement. To ensure the system arranged 

in this way is working, there is a condition that each sensor is wound with several 

coils of used line wire at the installation point. For easy and fast installation, it is 

necessary to keep the number of coils relatively low as ten is considered an acceptable 

number. The chosen parameter of the number of coils is cardinal for the theoretical 

design of the entire sensor system. Another important parameter to consider for the 

sensors is their constant power input and the number of simultaneously used sensors.  

3   Single wire sensor system 

Fig. 2. shows a design of sensor block diagram. The transformer - T includes three 

independent windings on the core of UI-shaped transformer sheets. The primary 

winding is made from ten coils of installation wire. The two secondary windings may 

be identical. The transformer is of hook-on type. Opening the arm allows the primary 

windings be made to the desired number of coils. Once closed, the arm connects the 

sensor into series arrangement and into operable condition. Its mechanical design 

does not allow more coils to be made in the primary winding provided that 

installation wire of recommended diameter is used. The full-wave rectifier in the 

supply unit rectifies the voltage from the first secondary winding to supply the entire 
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electronic part of the sensor. The value of constant input power is a key parameter of 

each sensor. Therefore, the power supply unit also includes a smoothing circuit that 

ensures the power supply is constant to the entire sensor in its various operation 

modes. The following unit is a zero-cross detector the output of which leads to 

microcontroller interrupt input. The other secondary winding leads to exciter output 

composed of a push-pull amplifier. The exciter amplifies modulation signal power 

brought from the microcontroller. The binary information of set sensor identification 

number feeds a microcontroller port. It should be noted that the sensors within             

a system differ by identification numbers. [1-5] 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Single- wire sensor system block diagram 

 

The physical quality is processed in an external detector. Its output condition feeds 

microcontroller for further processing. The external detector demand is calculated as a 

part of the entire sensor total current demand.  

The entire sensor was rated to 3.3V supply voltage and 1mA constant current [4]. For 

the primary winding’s number of coil being 10, it is necessary to choose a large core 

cross-section achieving 114mm2 in this case. Primary current makes 95mA and 

primary voltage value is 250mV. For a single-wire system, it is necessary to use the 

primary wire of a diameter that is larger than rated both to reduce voltage droop and 

to provide for its mechanical strength at the point of installation. Voltage frequency is 

supposed to be 400Hz. Both secondary windings have equally 105 coils of 0.063mm 

in diameter. Transformer core size defined in this way provides with an area large 

enough to wind the primary winding wire with a large diameter including                 

the insulation.   

4   Sensors system’s register unit 

Register unit block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The power source consists of a low 

power generator with the frequency of 10V/400Hz. The control circuit stabilizes 

source current output at the level of primary current of 95mA. The circuit also 

transmits a signal to the microcontroller in case of short circuit or open primary line. 

In addition, the control circuit is able to turn off primary current for one cycle period 

depending on the signal from the microcontroller. The signal from the power supply 

unit input terminals goes to a high-pass filter that depresses 400Hz supply frequency 
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by 45dB value. Filter output leads to a tone decoder that decodes the superposed tone 

data signal from each of the sensors to a binary number. This number then shows on 

display through the microcontroller. The frequency of the used tone data sequences is 

over 400Hz considering the interference possibility by standard frequencies used in 

HDO and other on-wire transmission systems. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Register unit block diagram 

  

If the primary line opens or short-circuits or interference is detected caused by any 

sensor, acoustic alarm is triggered.  

5   Sensor addressing and communication 

Each of the sensors is addressed and transmits data with time-division multiplexing. 

The register unit control block skips a cycle of supply voltage at regular time 

intervals. Each sensor registers this information with the zero-cross detector. The 

governing microcontroller generates a tone frequency that lasts for three cycles          

of supply voltage – 7.5 msec and is delayed according to its identification number. 

Thus, one tone can carry 4-bit information that shows on register unit display.  

 

Fig. 4. Wire powered sensor system timing and addressing 

 

Every connected sensor transmits its status information that is delayed by the time 

equal to cycle fold 7.5msec x sensor identification number. For 20 connected sensors 

the entire sequence length is 150msec + 2.5ms. Fig. 4. shows an example of sensor 
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system timing waveform. Fig. 5. depicts an option of sensor arrangement with a 

connected external PIR detector. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Example of the sensor design with a connected external PIR detector 

6   Conclusion 

The presented paper describes an unusual design of a single-wire system for 

collecting and supplying multiple sensors connected. The principal advantage of this 

design philosophy is very fast and extremely easy installation of the sensors and usage 

of one metallic wire.  

Another advantage of this design is instant information of disconnected or short 

circuited line. Its shortage is that if the metallic wire breaks, the entire system is out. 

That also determines the suitable usage of such a single-wire sensor system design for 

fast, interim or temporary perimeter guarding until a new stationary system is built or 

the existing is repaired. This system can be used during flooding due to waterproof 

case without expensive connectors. 
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